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International 
 
Since 2015, we have noted that incumbent and former Australian political leaders have 
preached the virtues of Australian’s cruel policies on mandatory detention, boat turn-backs 
and, especially, offshore detention. We pointed out that the consequences of other 
countries adopting such policies would be a humanitarian disaster and the complete 
dismantling of the international system of refugee protection established after the Second 
World War. Sadly, some of our fears have come true over the last year.  
 
In the UK, the Johnson government and its Home Secretary, Priti Patel, negotiated a deal 
with Rwanda to take people trying to claim asylum in Britain – the equivalent of a Manus 
Island or Nauru. The new Home Secretary, Suella Braverman, said in October, 2022 that 
seeing a flight leaving to take asylum seekers to Rwanda is her “dream” and “obsession”. At 
the time of writing, the British High Court has ruled the scheme to be legal but it is likely to 
held up for now by further legal action. 
 
In June 2022, the Danish parliament passed a law to allow the relocation of asylum seekers 
arriving in the country to nations outside the E.U. while their claims are being heard.  
Denmark, under a Social Democrat government (recently re-elected), has also announced 
talks with Rwanda along the same lines as the UK. 
 
Elections in September brought the Sweden Democrats into government as the second 
largest party with 20.54% of the vote. This is a party with an openly fascist history, although 
they have now tried to disown it. They campaigned particularly on an anti-refugee platform 
and have an admiration for Australia’s policies.  
 
Charlie Weimers, an SD member of the European Parliament said: 

“Migration flows are also driven by incentives, which Australia has shown when the 
country succeeded in securing the borders and at the same time stopping the deadly 
shuttle traffic at sea. The solution has been based on a clear message: Anyone who 
tries to enter the country illegally will never be able to call Australia their home.” 

 
Also, in an election in September, Giorgia Meloni’s Fratelli d'Italia (Brothers of Italy) with 
26% of the vote became the major party of a right-wing coalition. Founded in 2012, this 
party has its political roots in the Italian Social Movement (MSI), which came out of 
Mussolini's fascism. Meloni was a youth leader of the MSI. 
 
Her campaign can be summed up by her statement: 

"Yes to the natural family, no to the LGBT lobby, yes to sexual identity, no to gender 
ideology... no to Islamist violence, yes to secure borders, no to mass migration... no 
to big international finance... no to the bureaucrats of Brussels!” 

 
She has called for a naval blockade of Libya to stop migrant/refugee boats. 



 
All these parties have quite different policies on major questions. Some are for heavier 
government economic intervention, others are more market-oriented. Some campaign 
heavily on questions of sexual orientation and identity, others less so. But they all put non-
European immigration, including refugee policies, at or near the top of their concerns. 
 
While we are, of course, in favour of accepting Ukrainian refugees, the attitude to them has 
indicated that there is a clear racial/cultural prejudice involved. In France, polls showed that 
85% of the public are in favour of accepting them, compared to only 43% who said they 
would welcome Syrians in 2015. Far-right Presidential candidate Marine Le Pen called for 
welcoming them as “neighbours” and “Europeans”. Poland and Hungary – which have 
refused to accept Muslim refugees at all, have taken many Ukrainians. 
 
The cause we are championing has both important international consequences and links to 
a range of central issues – including broader questions of racism, immigration and 
nationalism. If the Australian refugee rights campaign can force changes to Australia’s 
domestic policies, we contribute to undermining the push to have these punitive 
approaches adopted elsewhere. 
 
National Politics 
 
To the extent that the issue of Australia’s refugee policies remain on people’s radars, our 
feeling is that few Australians are in enthusiastic support of offshore processing or the 
continued, long-term detention of refugees and asylum seekers onshore. Nor would they be 
concerned if all of those in Australia on temporary or other precarious visas were given 
permanency. However, the Australian Electoral Survey data from 2022 reported that a 
majority still do not want to see boat arrivals – although slightly fewer feel this way than in 
2019. 
 
The May election campaign contained only a small element of discussion about refugee 
issues. However, the run-up to it indicated that the LNP no longer thought that being 
“tough” on refugees was a vote winner. In quick succession they announced a reversal of 
their practice in three ways: accepting the NZ deal; increasing the Afghan refugee intake; 
and releasing people detained in the hotel prisons. Except for the desperate media release 
on election day that a boat was on its way, the issue was barely raised. 
 
This suggests that their judgement was not only that the electorate is over fear campaigns 
on the question but that, on the contrary, concessions might save them votes, especially in 
key inner-city seats where they were in competition with TEAL independents or Greens. Of 
course, if the opportunity arises for them to attack Labor on the issue – they have tried to 
attack the government on the question of TPVs – they will do so. 
 
In terms of the importance of the issue, the Australian Electoral Survey confirmed that it 
was far from a central question in determining people’s votes. However, trends and 
developments at the May election may point to further shifts in support of less punitive, 
more compassionate approaches to refugees and people seeking asylum. 
 



 

 
 
As shown above, while only 1% of voters saw it as the issue which decided their vote, this 
understates its significance. Most people vote on the basis of a range of issues and have to 
be pressed to name a single one that is decisive for them. For example, numerous polls have 
shown that the issue of global warming is important to a huge majority of the population, 
but only 10% here nominated it as most important for their vote. Also, attitudes which 
shape political choices are not based on single sharply-defined issues but by impressionistic 
combinations such as whether the candidate or party is competent or not, backward or 
forward looking, trustworthy, cruel or kind, corrupt or honest. In forming these 
assessments, the refugee issue is likely to be more significant than this graph indicates.  
 
This is of particular consequence because of the historic shift in first preference votes away 
from the LNP and Labor and towards socially progressive independents and the Greens. 
Political partisanship with the major parties has been in long-term decline. In the 1970s, 
about 80% thought of themselves as a partisan of one of the two major sides of politics. In 
2022, it was just 58%, another 10% said they were Greens partisans while about a quarter 
said they had no partisanship – the highest ever recorded. The combined major party first 
preference vote was just 68.3% - the lowest ever. Labor’s primary vote was 32.6% - the 
lowest since 1934 and the Liberals was the lowest since they were formed in 1944. Labor 
won despite a 0.8% swing against them from the last election  - which, of course, they lost. 
But the Coalition had a much larger swing against them of 5.7%. 
 
This is important for us because some of this shift resulted in the election of a number of 
independents who had taken a good position on refugees and are potential or actual allies 
in our campaign. For example,  
 

“…refugees held on Nauru should be brought back to Australia and those detained on 
the mainland should be released. Humane solutions must be found for the hundreds 
of genuine refugees not part of the [NZ] agreement, so they can lead meaningful, 
productive lives.” 
Allegra Spender 
 



“Immediate release of all refugees currently being held in indefinite detention in 
Australia and a new approach to how people who have sought asylum in Australia 
are currently treated” 
Kylea Tink 

 
“In parliament, I will advocate for the granting of permanent resident status to TPV 
holders to enable them to get on with their lives in Australia and be reunited with 
their family members. We also need to put an end to the bridging visa system, which 
is unwieldy and punitive. Australians will not stand for the deprivation of liberty of 
refugees and asylum seekers held in indefinite immigration detention. The 
government policies which enforce that, as well as perpetuating family separation 
and insecurity, are unnecessarily cruel. These policies have long passed their 
relevance and need to be changed.” 
Dr. Monique Ryan 

 
Similarly, Sophie Scamps, Zoe Daniel and Kate Chaney have publicly criticised Australian 
refugee policies. Even though the independents don’t have the deciding votes in the House 
of Representatives, the fact that they are high profile, elected MPs and are willing to speak 
out on our side of the issue is significant. Since the election, some of these have publicly 
supported our protests at Parliament House. Two other independents who were re-elected - 
Helen Haines and Andrew Wilke - have been long-term supporters of our campaign. 
 
Most important for us is the election of David Pocock to the Senate. He had already 
committed publicly to all of our policies on the election scorecard we issued at Palm Sunday 
2022. He turned up on the day and has since appeared at the Parliament House protests 
and asked very useful questions in the Senate. RAC held a positive meeting with him after 
the election. Because of the government’s need to negotiate in the Senate, he has a very 
high national profile and as an ACT Senator he will be someone we will often be asking for 
support. 
 
Labor in Government 
 
Labor has continued to say that it will move those on TPVs and SHEVs to permanent visas. 
We expect that this will happen, but at the time of writing it has not yet. It also gave 
permanent visas to the Nadesalingam family. This was a very high-profile case with no 
political downside. But it begs the question of what their attitude will be to the thousands of 
others in the same situation of having been rejected under an inherently flawed processing 
system. So far, there has been no progress on their fate or on lifting the ban on processing 
of applications for the, at least, 14,000 stuck in Indonesia with no work or education rights. 
 
Labor has again committed itself to offshore and onshore detention. The Morrison 
Government was to spend $482 million in 2022-23 on Nauru. Disappointingly, the Albanese 
Government will now spending $632 million over the same period, i.e. $150 million more 
per year than the LNP. It has also hired a US company which operates private prisons to take 
over there. Under Labor, spending on onshore detention is also higher - $1.3 billion in 2022-
23 and over $1 billion per year for the next four years.  



 
Labor’s policy is to increase the humanitarian intake to 27,000 over four years. But the 
October 2022 budget did not implement this – staying with the previous maximum of 
13,750 people. (Only 5,947 were actually accepted in the previous year.) 
So there are a number of outstanding issues on which to campaign. 
 
The State of the Refugee Campaign 
 
It has been clear that the numbers at our mobilisations have been in decline for a while. 
There are a few reasons for this. COVID, of course, has been a major factor. It has affected 
every campaign. Another is that the refugee campaign has gone on for a very long time and 
there is a certain weariness with it amongst some of the activists and those who have 
attended our protests. Nevertheless, in Canberra we have done reasonably well – about 
1,500-2,000 at our last Palm Sunday. This compares very well with other much larger cities; 
in Sydney probably only a few hundred showed up.  
 
Since the May election there has been another factor. There was an overwhelming sense of 
relief that, after nine years, the LNP is gone. That dampened people’s willingness to protest 
against the new government and there was probably a feeling that they should be given 
time. At least that was the feeling amongst some non-refugee supporters. On the other 
hand, amongst the asylum-seeker and refugee communities, many were very angry that the 
precarious status they had endured for so many years was continuing. And there is a 
growing frustration with Labor’s failure to act to date. There were four convergences at 
Parliament House in 2022 – overwhelmingly from these communities. Three of them were 
quite a good size and two of those were after the election. We took responsibility for the 
logistics of the Canberra end of the organisation and we played a role in coordinating 
beforehand with other groups around the country in two of them. But, although there were 
mitigating factors (protests in the middle of a weekday etc), we found it difficult to get many 
Canberra supporters there. 
 
Labor in government provides a challenge and an opportunity. So far, as we expected and 
discussed at general meetings after the election, it has been somewhat more difficult to 
mobilise. On the other hand, their own voters and members expect a lot from them – 
including on the issue of refugees. The time has passed for giving Labor “time to settle in”. 
This provides us with more opportunities to prise open further the positive opening which 
they have promised. 
 
The major challenge we face is to convince our supporters that the campaign is, firstly, not 
over and, secondly, that it is not hopeless. 
 
Over the years we have had to devise the themes of our protests based on changing 
priorities and the consciousness of our audience. From 2012, with the re-introduction of 
offshore processing on Manus Island and Nauru, the first theme in the hierarchy was always 
some variant of “Bring Them Here”, “Close Manus and Nauru” etc. With the numbers of 
people still in PNG and Nauru now much lower, the focus shifted for a time to those brought 
to Australia for medical treatment but locked up here – especially in the hotels designated 



as “Alternative Places of Detention”. With the release of people from them before the 
election, the emphasis has recently been much more on the demand for permanency for 
those on temporary and other insecure visas. Of course, selecting a main theme doesn’t 
mean it is the only theme. The text on flyers, social media posts and the speeches from the 
platform can deal with other questions. 
 
Following the previous general meeting discussion, we propose to have the main theme for 
Palm Sunday (2 April) this year something like “Refugees: Permanent Protection Now!” or 
“Refugees: Permanent Protection For All!” 
 
RAC organisation 
 
Since we restructured Canberra RAC in 2013, one of the many innovative things we did was 
to create a structure which included “working groups”. These have generally served the 
campaign very well in that some of them are oriented to particular constituencies, they 
speak the language of those constituencies and know their way around them because the 
people involved are themselves part of that constituency.  
 
A grassroots activist campaign is constantly in flux. There will always be people moving out 
of activism for one reason or another. To keep going we must draw new people into it. And 
we are getting some new people involved. Some of the working groups are more difficult to 
regenerate than others. We were only able to keep School Students for Refugees going for a 
couple of years. The campus groups need to be partially rebuilt every year. The Unionists for 
Refugees group has only, at best, come together before a major mobilisation like Palm 
Sunday. The most stable and effective has been the Faith-based Working Group. 
 
Rainbow Refugee Action has disappeared. Unless one or two people can take the 
responsibility to rebuild it, we should recognise this reality and take it off our sign-up sheets 
and website. (If anyone reading this is able to step up to keep it going, please let us know. 
This could be as little as getting a contingent for Palm Sunday.) 
 
The last year also hasn’t been good on the campuses. There were a number of activities but 
the combination of the graduation of a number of key activists, COVID and perhaps the 
more general political factors discussed above have caused a downturn there. These are 
crucial areas for our campaign because they are the greatest concentrations of younger 
people which we can mobilise. ANU, in particular, has been the source of a large number of 
activists central to the campaign over the years. A focus for the early part of the year will be 
to rebuild on the campuses. 
 
A weakness in our organisational structure is that when people sign a contact sheet or join 
online, there is no regular procedure for contacting them to ask how they would like to be 
involved. We propose setting up a small group to do this systematically. 
 
One organisational innovation which has worked well has been setting up “Project Teams” 
separate from the Steering Committee to organise particular events. This worked well for 
the SIEV X Memorial event and is working for the next Palm Sunday. It allows people to get 
more involved in the work without having to make a longer-term commitment.  



 
 
Organisational Recommendations 
 

1. Remove inactive working groups from our contact sheets and website. 
2. Make a special effort to revive uni working groups. 
3. Set up a group to make individual approaches to new sign-ups. 
4. Continue setting up Project Teams to run specific events. 

 
Some things to think about before the meeting 
 
1. Are there types of actions we could take that we haven’t tried yet? 
2. Given our numbers at actions are reduced, should we think about using more creative or 
‘attention seeking’ activities? 
3. Could we try to focus on building media partnerships to get more positive stories in the 
media? 
4. Are there new groups or sectors we could try to reach out to, in order to broaden the 
campaign? 
5. What ways do you think might work best to build our numbers of activists able to 
contribute a few hours regularly to the campaign?  
 
 
RAC events during 2022  
 
8 Feb – Reunite Afghani Families – Permanent Protection Now – Parliament House 
 
10 April, Palm Sunday – Justice for Refugees: End the Cruelty – Garema Place 
 
26 April Public Meeting – Spin, lies and deceit: The Morrison Government on Refugees – 
ANU 
 
4 May Scattered People film screening, ANU 
 
27 July lunchtime vigil – 9 Years Too Long! Support Safe Settlement Now, Garema Place 
 
13 September fundraising dinner – Refugees Living in Canberra Need Our Support, Hellenic 
Club, raised approx. $18000 
 
23 Oct. Commemoration for the SIEV X 21 Years On, SIEV X Memorial 
 
24 Oct rally – Raise the Intake, Parliament House (co-hosted with Amnesty) 
 
29 Nov rally – Permanent Visas for All Refugees, Parliament House 
 
Weekly vigils almost every week throughout 2022 
 



General Meetings – 5 with 1 online 
 
Events RAC supported 
 
18  & 25 March RAC provided the BBQ for two consecutive Fridays for the ACT Greens ‘A 
Night on the Greens’  
 
6 Sept Protest for Permanent Visas – Parliament House 
Vigil to end the Hazara genocide 
 
21 Sept – vigil to mark International Peace Day – War Creates Refugees: End the 
Warmongering 


